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Inheritance of social status, and its associated costs and benefits, is well demonstrated in humans. Whether such an intergenerational system occurs in other species is harder to demonstrate. Ilany et ...

Rank-dependent social inheritance determines social network structure in spotted hyenas
Using 27 years of detailed data on hyena social interactions, a team led by Penn biologists nailed down a pattern of social network inheritance and its implications for social structure, rank, and ...

Inheritance of Rank: Hyena Mothers Pass Their Social Networks to Their Cubs
However, their effects are complicated and how and whether dementia is passed down – the 'patterns of inheritance' – vary considerably ... we develop a disease can depend on whether we smoke, exercise
...

Genetics of dementia
This was a huge moment in the history of biology, and one that showed the ... The pedigree analysis illustrates the inheritance pattern of the disease to be determined. This enabled scientists ...

The Human Genome Project
Genomic analysis is helping reserachers to understand the causes of autoimmunity, but it will not be easy to translate this into treatments.

Cracking the genetic code of autoimmune disease
Genetics (from Ancient Greek ????????? genetikos, "genitive" and that from ??????? genesis, "origin"), a discipline of biology ... epigenetics), patterns of inheritance from ...

Human Molecular Genetics
Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, John Innes Centre ... These germline siRNAs silence germline transposons and establish inherited methylation patterns in sperm, thus maintaining the ...

Nurse cell–derived small RNAs define paternal epigenetic inheritance in Arabidopsis
Using data from 27 years of observations of wild spotted hyenas, researchers found evidence for social network inheritance. The degree of similarity between mother and offspring’s social networks ...
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Psychology Today
Correspondence to: Dr Oöpik Institute of Exercise Biology, University of Tartu ... They were also advised to follow their habitual eating pattern throughout the study period. For each test day and the ...

Effects of sodium citrate ingestion before exercise on endurance performance in well trained college runners
Tests could show the probability of illnesses occurring in future years, with huge moral and ethical implications, says immunology professor Daniel M Davis ...

We’ll soon know more about our bodies than ever before – but are we ready?
Hyenas inherit their social networks from their mothers, according to research led by biologists Erol Akçay of the School of Arts & Sciences and Amiyaal Ilany of Bar-Ilan University, in collaboration ...

High-ranking hyena mothers pass their social networks to their cubs
New studies have found that a lack of sleep in middle age can lead to dementia and heart disease. But there are a lot of steps you can take to ...

Not sleeping enough? You could be increasing your risk of dementia and heart disease
Special diets, exercise programs ... comprising scientists from 14 different countries, analyzed patterns of births and deaths, looking at the relationship between life expectancy and lifespan ...

There's no cheating old age
Recently, and pretty randomly, I picked up Jeff Tweedy’s book, “How to Write One Song.” If you don’t know Jeff Tweedy, he is the frontman for the Grammy Award-winning band Wilco, which is a band I ...

Wilco’s Jeff Tweedy Wants You to Be Bad at Something. It’s for Your Own Good.
Using this record, the researchers identified a pattern of inheritance. They found that ... Model organisms are used to study human biology and disease because of the range of information and ...

These popular pet lizards may hold the key to studying skin cancer
The NEET-UG 2021 will be held on 12th September 2021 across the country following COVID-19 protocols NEET is the gateway to getting a seat in the most prestigious medical institutions in the country.

NEET-UG 2021: Why a combination of right enablers, proper resources, correct strategy is key
Learn why eating disorder experts say this new device is actually harmful and promotes disordered eating habits ...

New Device Aimed at Curbing Obesity Criticized for Being Dangerous, Fatphobic
Special diets, exercise ... and Professor, Biology and Evolutionary Anthropology, Duke University The research team, comprising scientists from 14 different countries, analyzed patterns of births ...

Researchers explore relationship between life expectancy and lifespan equality
Since your environment and behaviors, such as diet and exercise, can result in epigenetic ... with documented studies showing altered DNA patterns in lab rats exposed to traumatic experiences.
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